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Abstract
Accurate knowledge of the exact stopping location of ions inside the patient would allow full
exploitation of their ballistic properties for patient treatment. The localized energy deposition of a
pulsed particle beam induces a rapid temperature increase of the irradiated volume and leads to the
emission of ionoacoustic (IA)waves. Detecting the time-of-flight (ToF) of the IAwave allows inferring
information on the Bragg peak location and can henceforth be used for in-vivo range verification. A
challenge for IA is the poor signal-to-noise ratio at clinically relevant doses and viablemachines.We
present a frequency-basedmeasurement technique, labeled as ionoacoustic tandemphase detection
(iTPD)utilizing lock-in amplifiers. The phase shift of the IA signal to a reference signal ismeasured to
derive theToF. Experimental IAmeasurements with a 3.5MHz lead zirconate titanate (PZT)
transducer and lock-in amplifiers were performed inwater using 22MeVproton bursts. A digital
iTPDwas performed in-silico at clinical dose levels on experimental data obtained from a clinical
facility and secondly, on simulations emulating a heterogeneous geometry. For the experimental setup
using 22MeVprotons, a localization accuracy and precision obtained through iTPDdeviates from a
time-based reference analysis by less than 15 μm. Severalmethodological aspects were investigated
experimentally in systematicmanner. Lastly, iTPDwas evaluated in-silico for clinical beam energies
indicating that iTPD is in reach of sub-mmaccuracy for fractionated doses< 5 Gy. iTPD can be used
to accuratelymeasure theToF of IA signals online via its phase shift in frequency domain. Further
developments are required to reach<1Gy detection capabilities for clinical application. iTPDmay
become a useful tool especially when a decisive frequency is present in the acoustic signal.

1. Introduction

The number of cancer patients being treatedworldwidewith accelerated ions is rising because of their wider
spread instrumentation and the interest to exploit their advantageous dosimetric properties compared to
conventional irradiationwith high-energetic photons. The physical advantages aremainly due to the
characteristic inverse depth dose profile, the so-called Bragg curve, and its steep dose-fall off (finite range). These
featuresmake it possible to confine high homogeneous radiation doses to cancerous tissuewhile keeping the
integral dose to organs at risk and normal tissue low (Newhauser andZhang 2015, Baumann et al 2016).
Although the acceleration energy of ions and therewith the ion range can be controlled precisely from a technical
standpoint, their predicted Bragg peak locationwithin the patient cannot.
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The imprecise knowledge of Bragg peak locations during treatment relates among others to inaccuracies in
the derivation of ion stopping powers in tissue (relative towater) from x-ray computed tomography (CT) and to
anatomical changes causing ions to penetrate different tissue densities than planned. In practice, dose
calculation and optimization are based on aCT scan acquired before patient irradiation. Anatomical changes
between the planningCT and actual irradiation (inter-fractional) aswell asmovements within irradiation (intra-
fractional) yield varying ion ranges andmight result subsequently in sub-optimal patient treatments
(Lomax 2008a, 2008b, Paganetti 2012).

Ion range uncertainties are addressed by pre-treatmentmitigation approaches such as advanced imaging
(ion radio-tomography (Johnson 2018), dual-energy CT (Wohlfahrt et al 2018)), dose calculation/prediction
algorithms (Kozłowska et al 2019), safetymargins (VanHerk 2004) and robust planning (Unkelbach et al 2018).
Additionally, there are also approaches being investigated to verify the ion range in-vivo during irradiation. Such
in-vivo verificationmethods potentially provide immediate feedback on the dose deposition of the ongoing
treatment. The twomost prominent approaches can be grouped into prompt gammamonitoring resolving
spatial information and/or time, energy (Verburg and Seco 2014, Richter et al 2016, Krimmer et al 2018,Hueso-
González et al 2018, Parodi and Polf 2018,Dal Bello et al 2020, Parodi 2020, Pausch et al 2020) and positron
emission tomography resolving spatial information (Vynckier et al 1993, Parodi et al 2007, Bisogni et al 2016,
Buitenhuis et al 2017, Ferrero et al 2018). Bothmethods are based on the detection of secondary emissions
induced by nuclear interactions between primaries and the target nuclei. These secondary signatures enable the
indirect derivation of the Bragg peak location in room coordinates by comparingmeasurement against
simulations. Thus the Bragg peak or proton range can bemapped onto theCT scan to detect ion under- or over-
shoots from the initially planned stopping location.One advancement is prompt gamma spectroscopywhich
allows to infer the elemental composition of the irradiated tissue.

Another in-vivo range verificationmethod, based on the ionoacoustic (IA) effect, re-emerged in the past
years. The localized energy deposition from an ion pencil beamwith a short rise time yields to a thermoelastic
expansion provoking an IAwave (Assmann et al 2015, Jones et al 2016a,Hickling et al 2018). The IAwave
encodes information of the underlying dose distribution and can bemeasuredwith acoustic sensors on the
patient’s surface (Hayakawa et al 1995). The IA signal shape allows to infer dose deposition characteristics, for
instance, through dose reconstructionmethods Yu et al (2019)while the acoustic time-of-flight (ToF) only
allows Bragg peak localization. An overview of techniques to approximate theToF can be found in Jones et al
(2016b).Measuring theToF ultimately atmultiple locations on the patient skin allows to reconstruct the
maximumBragg peak location in 3D.

Thework of Patch et al (2016, 2019, 2021) investigated thermoacoustic range verification in combination
with co-registered ultrasound (US) images. It was concluded that an online thermoacoustic verified ion range
marked onUS is feasible if the treatment target is visible in theUS image or can be registered to theCT.
Moreover, Kellnberger et al (2016) demonstrated IA tomography imaging of the Bragg peak in co-registeredUS
and optoacoustic images for irradiation of amouse leg.

It is important to stress that, if adequately pulsed, the frequency of IA signals is inversely proportional to the
beam energy. Lower beam energies (22MeV) produce IA frequencies of up to severalMHzwhile higher clinical
beam energies generate IA frequencies typically below 200 kHz.

For clinical proton energies from75 to 220MeV, the IA pressure amplitude is below 100 mPa considering a
pulsewidth of 4 μs, a charge of 2 pCper pulse and a sensor a few cm away from the Bragg peak (Lehrack et al
2017, vanDongen et al 2019). Both, the low amplitude and low frequency of the IA signal only partiallymatch
the sensitivity of current detector technologies resulting in a poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at clinically
relevant dose levels. For instance, it was necessary in a previous study (Lehrack et al 2017) to average 1000
measurements from a triggered data acquisition (total Bragg peak dose of 10 Gy) to achieve a range precision
below 1 mm for a 220MeV clinical proton beam stopping inwater. Nonetheless, the number of repetitive
measurementsN is restrained by the prescribed dose and becomes, for large number of averagesN due the direct
relation of SNRon the square root ofN, ineffective.

To increase the SNR,Otero et al (2020) presented amethod to optimize the piezoelectric sensor geometry
(thickness and diameter) to increase the sensitivity for clinical IA signals.Moreover, Riva et al (2018) and
Vallicelli et al (2021) developed a dedicated analog–digital front-end electronic, while Sohn et al (2020) brought
forward awaveletfiltering technique to enhance the IA signal bymeans of post-processing. Recently, Freijo et al
(2021) presented a dictionary based acoustic proton range verification approach utilizing prior information
from simulations.

Although several IA related simulation studies (Jones et al 2018, Patch et al 2018, Takayanagi et al 2019, van
Dongen et al 2019, Yu et al 2019, Freijo et al 2021), have been carried out recently, only little progress has been
made on the signal detection side.

Therefore, we present in thismanuscript a frequency basedmeasurement technique using lock-in amplifiers
aiming to overcome the poor SNR in time domain at clinical dose levels.Mascarenhas et al (1984) proposed an
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optoacoustic (OA) radiation dosimeter utilizing a lock-in amplifier. The ideawas to detect x-ray inducedOA
signals for absolute radiation dosimetry.We extend this concept one step further to IA and focus onmeasuring
theToFwhich relates to the distance between Bragg peakmaximumand the acoustic sensor.

The presentedmethod is stimulated by the patent depicted inDollinger et al (2016) and proposed tomeasure
theToF of the IAwave from its phase shift in frequency domain in real-time. The underlyingmotivation is an
increased distinguishability of signal and noise in frequency domain. Afirst experimental campaign in a non-
clinical settingwith 22MeVprotons highlighting various aspects of the lock-in technique is presented. Finally,
its application to clinical beam energies based on experimental and in-silico data is outlined.

2.Materials andmethods

TheToF, further on labeled asToFBP, is considered in thismanuscript as the duration it takes for the IAwave to
propagate from its source (Bragg peak) to the sensor surface and is therefore themost direct quantity to
acoustically localize the Bragg peakmaximum. In order to detect theToFBP of an IA signal buried in noise, the IA
signal ismodulated via the proton time profile. This so-called signalmodulation (frequencymodulation)was
achieved by pulsing the proton beam in a definedwaywhile signal detection (demodulation)was carried out by
lock-in amplifiers on the basis of the continuouslymeasured IA signal. The following sections outline the
experimental study at 22MeV (2.1), the demodulationmethodology (2.2), the reference analysis including the
simulation framework (2.3, 2.4) and lastly a digital lock-in on simulated and experimental IA signals both based
on clinical proton beam energies (2.5).

2.1. Experimental study at 22MeV
The experiments were carried out at the TandemVan deGraaff accelerator of theMLL, LMUandTUM in
Garchingwith pulsed 22MeVproton beams. The following two subsections present the involved time signals
and the experimental setup.

2.1.1. Frequencymodulation and time structure of signals
High temporal gradients are beneficial for IA signal generation. LetE(t)denote the proton pulse time profile and
Pδ(r, t) be the scaled spatial heating function seen by an idealized point detector at location r and time t, then the
measured pressure p(r, t) is given by Jones et al (2016a):

⎡
⎣

⎤
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The second part of equation (1), namely ( )E t
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highlights the importance of high temporal gradients in the

proton pulse profiles for IA signal generation. In this work, quasi-rectangular proton pulse profiles were
employed entailing short rise/fall times of 15 ns. Not only temporal gradients ofE(t) but also the pulsewidth ofE
(t) impacts the IA signal. For efficient IA signal generation, temporal frequencies ofE(t)need to be alignedwith
spatial frequencies of the Bragg peak encoded inPδ, whichmainly lie between 2 and 3MHz in the considered
22MeV experiment. It was shown in a previous study (Lehrack et al 2020) for a 20MeVproton energy that a
pulsewidth of 200 ns generated the highest IA signal amplitude due to its stress confinement relation (Wang and
Wu2012)which can be approximated in this axial transducer setup by the longitudinal Bragg peakwidth,
expressed by its full-width-half-maximum (FWHM). Let the FWHMbe 300 μmand the speed of sound inwater
be 1.5 mm μs−1, then the stress confinement is given by: 200 ns 300 m

1.5 mm s 1= m
m - . Thus a proton pulse width of

200 nswas utilizedwhich corresponds to a frequency of 2.5 MHz (50%duty cycle).
Figures 1(a) and (b)present schematically the involved time structures whereby figure 1(a) depicts the

chopper signal and 1(b) themodulated IA signal. Focusing on the chopper signal in 1(a), a frequency burst at
2.5 MHzwith varying number of cycles was defined in the function generator to chop the continuous proton
beam. This process can be understood as frequencymodulation, as 2.5 MHz is imprinted onto the IA signal.
Additional cycles used for frequencymodulationwith a duty cycle of 50% are shown in gray. The time between
consecutive bursts was set to 100 μs, corresponding to a repetition frequency of 10 kHz in order to avoid
acoustic interference between subsequent IA bursts. From the signal shown in 1(a) a reference phase shiftfref

with respect to an internal reference clockwasmeasured through a lock-in amplifier.
The artificial IA signal infigure 1(b)modulated at 2.5 MHz exhibits a similar time structure compared to

1(a)with themain difference of being shifted in time (Dollinger et al 2016). As all protons stop in less than a few
ns, this time-shift approximates theToFBP. Consequently, the time shift equals a phase shiftfsig in frequency
domainwhich ismeasuredwith a second lock-in amplifier, also synchronized to the same internal clock of the
first lock-in amplifier. The phase differenceΔf= fsig− fref then directly approximates theToFBP. The
employed time profiles 2.5 MHz (=micro structure)withN cycles (=macro structure) repeating at 100 kHz
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differ from clinical synchrocyclotrons which typically reveal a finermicro structure from the acceleration radio
frequency (>50MHz).Moreover, themacro pulse structure amounts to approximately 10 μs (= 100 kHz)
repeating at 1 kHz. Figure 1(c) illustrates an excerpt of the normalized amplitude spectrumof idealized IA
signals at 2.5 MHz repeated every 10 kHz. The signal amplitude is centered at 2.5 MHz and reveals characteristic
sidebands at 2.5 MHz± integermultiples of 10 kHz. The tandem lock-in analysis, explained later in section 2.2
is based on the sideband at 2.51 MHz.

2.1.2. Experimental hardware setup
A sketch of the experimental setup is illustrated infigure 2. A function generator (RigolDG4162), operated in
burstmode at the control room,was used to steer the chopper system cutting the continuous proton beam into
user-defined proton pulses (Rohrer et al 1984). After acceleration and beamguidance to the experimental site,
the proton bunches stopped in awater tank and revealed amaximumdose deposition at 4.88 mm (range R80 of
4.93 mm). The lateral spot size at the exit nozzle was quantified by aGafchromic filmmeasurement resulting in a
lateral beam spread ofσx,y= 1.4 mm. Because of (i) the lowmomentum spread of about±10 keV (Assmann et al
2015), (ii) the relatively lowproton energy exhibitingminimal range straggling and (iii) the supporting temporal
frequencies, the resulting IA signals were for an axialmeasurement configuration in theMHz range. A single
element 0.5″ in diameter spherically focused PZT transducer (TypeV382-SU,OLYMPUS)with a central
frequency of 3.5 MHz and a bandwidth of 72% at−6 dBwas aligned on the beam axis distal to the Bragg peak to
measure IA emissions. The Bragg peak to transducer distance, which is proportional to theToFBP, was about
5 cm. The transducer was connected via a short cable to a lownoise voltage amplifier (LNA) of+60 dB

Figure 1. Schematic of the involved time structures of the IA experiment. Figure (a) illustrates an artificial temporal proton profileE
(t). Rectangular bursts of 2.5 MHz repeated every 10 kHzwere utilized for frequencymodulation. An artificial example of amodulated
ionoacoustic signal is shown in (b) entailing similar frequencies asE(t), but shifted in time by theToFBP. Figure (c)presents the
amplitude frequency spectrumof an idealized IA signal shown in (b).

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. The core components are given by the lock-in amplifiers labeled as ‘Lock In
1’ and ‘Lock In 2’used to perform the phase readouts forfref andfsig. Their difference represents theToF

BP.
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(HVA-10M-60-B, FEMTO,MesstechnikGmbH) and then fed into a digital oscilloscope (6404DPicoScope,
Pico Technology Ltd.) to acquire triggered IA signals at 8 bit resolution using±50 mV range as reference. The
oscilloscopewas operatedwith a sampling time of 6.4 ns and data acquisitionwas triggered by the chopper
signal.

The chopper output signal was connected via a≈200 m cable to the PicoScope and to thefirst lock-in
amplifier (HF2LI 50MHz, Zurich Instruments) both located near the beam exit window. Additionally, the
LNA’s output (IA signal)was linked to the input of the second lock-in amplifier (UHFLI 600MHz, Zurich
Instruments). Both lock-in amplifiers were operated inmaster-slavemode to acquire the reference phasefref

and the signal phase shiftfsig simultaneously. Their difference gave rise to theToFBP. To avoid phase drifts in the
readout, the internal clocks of the function generator and lock-in amplifiers were synchronized. Alternatively, a
single lock-in amplifier can also be employed if a calibrationmeasurement is performed upfront.

Both lock-in amplifiers act as analog-to-digital converters (ADC) and online digital processing units. The
total acquisition time for eachmeasurement was 9 s using anADC sampling frequency of 210MHz. The lock-in
amplifier’s phase ismeasured in radians as a function of timewith 14 bit resolution. The performed tandem
demodulationwhich is explained later, required a cable bridge, labeled as ‘Out1 to Input2’ in figure 2, to link the
two consecutive demodulations.

The average beam current considering 200 ns proton pulses repeated every 100 μs amounted to
≈5 nA± 1.5 nA andwasmeasuredwith a Faraday cup located right before the beam exit window yielding a
charge per pulse of 0.5 pC (3.2× 106 particles per pulse). This corresponds to amaximumdose deposition at the
Bragg peak of 0.8 Gy per pulse and induced a peak pressure of about 80 Pa.

We decided to use the chopper signal for stability reasons as a surrogate for the arrival of protons in the
water tank. Therefore, wemeasured upfront in a separate experiment the time offset between the chopper
signal and the actual proton arrival at the experimental site. To quantify this systematic temporal offset
(interplay of cable length delays and accelerator specific time lags), a thin and fast silicon detector (Tran et al
2015a, 2015b)was connected together with the chopper signal to a 4GHz oscilloscope (LeCroyWave Runner
640Zi, Teledyne LeCroy, USA) using a sampling time of 50 ps.We found for this experimental condition at
22 MeV a systematic delay of t 1.43 soffset

chop m= - indicating the chopper signalmeasured at the experimental
site arrived 1.43 μs before the protons. This offset is then accounted for in the data analysis. In addition, the
measured pulse profiles were deconvoluted with the detector’s impulse response (Würl et al 2018) to
determine the proton pulse widths from 40 ns to 2000 ns. Amean error of less than 4 ns between the specified
pulse widths at the function generator andmeasured pulse widths could be observed herewith indicating good
agreement.

2.2.Demodulationmethod
A lock-in amplifier performs a homodyne signal detectionwhichmeans thatmodulation and demodulation are
performed at the exact same frequency. The lock-in amplifier acts as a narrow band-pass filter which is realized
by a two-step process of signalmixing and low-pass filtering. This process is called demodulation and is
explained in appendix A.

2.2.1. Tandem demodulation
Two consecutive demodulations form a so-called tandemdemodulation (TD) and its functional principle is
illustrated infigure 3. Thefirst signal infigure 3mimics the IA signal which is comprised of two acoustic pulses
of 2.5 MHz repeated every 100 μs as an example. Thus, themodulation frequencies from the proton time profile
were 2.5 MHz and 10 kHz.

During tandemdemodulation (TD), themeasured IA signal is demodulated twice. In the first demodulation
at f1,ref= 2.5 MHz the output amplitudeR2.5 MHz is obtained, which is shown infigure 3(b) by the green solid
line. The demodulated amplitude peakswhen a 2.5 MHz signal is present and becomes zeros otherwise.
Therefore, thefirst demodulation can be understood as IA signal detection.However, sinceR2.5 MHz peaks every
10 kHz due to the pulse repetition rate, a second demodulation can be carried out. For this,R2.5 MHz is fed into a
second demodulation (cable bridgeOut1 to Input2 in figure 2), this time at f2,ref= 10 kHz, tofind the occurrence
of 2.5 MHz frequencies within the 10 kHz phase. The output phase of the second demodulationf10 kHz

represents the quantity of interest as itmeasures the 10 kHz phase of the IA signal compared to an internal
reference.f10 kHz is illustrated infigure 3(c) by the stable yellow line and denotes the final output of TD. The two
demodulation frequencies of TD, i.e. 2.5 MHz and 10 kHz, were chosen based on prior knowledge of the proton
beam time structure.

Each of the two lock-in amplifiers performed aTD in parallel. Thefirst lock-in amplifier demodulated the
chopper signal to obtain ref

10 kHzf and the second lock-in amplifier demodulated the IA signal to derive sig
10 kHzf .

Their relative phase differenceΔf10 kHz can then be used to derive theToFBP of the IAwave. This process is
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labeled as ionoacoustic tandemphase detection (iTPD):

( ) ( ) ( )R R 2sig sig ref ref
10 kHz 10 kHz 2.5 MHz 10 kHz 2.5 MHzf f fD = -

( )ToF
T

t t
2

, 3exp

kHz

offset
chop

offset
demod10 kHz

10

f
p

= D + +

where Rsig
2.5 MHz and Rref

2.5 MHz are the amplitudes of the first demodulation at 2.5 MHz of the IA signal and the

chopper signal. The expression ( )R10 kHz 2.5 MHzf highlights the linkage between the two consecutive
demodulations as part of TD inwhich the phasef10 kHz of 10 kHz is a function of the demodulated signal
amplitudeR2.5 MHz at 2.5 MHz. Equation (3) approximates theToFexp. Amore accurate formalism is introduced
later. The subscript exp inToFexp indicates this quantity was derived from experimentalmeasurements. toffset

chop

denotes the offset between chopper signal and proton arrival (1.43 μs)while toffset
demod depicts a demodulation

specific time offset which is explained in appendix B.
ConvertingΔf10 kHz, which ismeasured in rad, to time considering a period ofT10 kHz= 100 μs, allows

inferring theToF in a timewindowbetween between 0 and 100 μs± integermultiplies of 100 μs. For example,
measuring a phase difference ofΔf10 kHz=−4.5 rad indicates aToFexp of 71.62, 171.62, 271.62 μs, ...
considering the 100 μs period of 10 kHz. The negative sign of the readout (−4.5 rad) indicates the signal arrives
after the reference.

The phase readout of iTPDwas defined as sufficiently stable when the progressive standard deviation

σ[f10 kHz] fulfilled the following condition: [ ]
T

T
10 kHz 2 2.5 MHz

10 kHzs fD < p givenT2.5 MHz represents the period of

2.5 MHz. This criterion allows to unambiguously determine the current cycle of a continuous 2.5 MHz signal
which can then be incorporated into amodified iTPD readout to achieve greater accuracy (Dollinger et al 2016).
The phase readout of sig

2.5 MHzf allows only tomeasure a time between 0 and 0.4 μs and leads consequently to

ambiguities in the 100 μs period as indicated by vertical red lines infigure 3. To identify the correct 2.5 MHz

cycle, a stable sig
10 kHzf phase readout is required to pinpoint to the correct 2.5MHz cycle. This interconnection is

illustrated by the dashed yellow arrow infigures 3(c), (e). Let ⌊ · ⌉ be the operator rounding to the nearest integer,
then an accurateToFmeasurement can be achieved via:

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the tandemdemodulation (TD) principle in (a)–(c). (a) shows a noiselessmodulated IA signal
which is constituted of two pulses. (b) illustrates the frequency amplitudeR2.5 MHz after thefirst demodulation of TD and (c) denotes
the phase readoutf10 kHz after the second demodulation of TD at 10 kHz. (d) presents the accurate phase readout introduced in
equation (4)which is only possible if sig

10 kHzf unambiguously and stably points to the correct 2.5 MHz cycle. (e) highlights the phase
readout of a new single demodulation (SD) performed at 2.5 MHzwhich is then used for the accurate phase readout in equation (4).
Panel (f) presents an overview of TD, SD, iTPD and the accurate iTPD. LP = 12 kHz denotes the low-pass filter cut-off frequency
(demodulation bandwidth).
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Equation (4) describes the accurate iTPD readoutwhich additionally incorporates a new single
demodulation (SD) at 2.5 MHz. The expressionwithin ⌊ · ⌉ denotes the number of 2.5 MHz cycles. Fluctuations
ofToFexp around±T2.5 MHz/2 derived fromTDdonot influence the number of# 2.5 MHz cycles.

Δf2.5 MHz is obtained in similar fashion toΔf10 kHz (equation (2)) by subtracting sig
2.5 MHzf from a reference

ref
2.5 MHzf . An overview of TD, SD, iTPD, the accurate iTPD and theirmethodological interconnection is

presented infigure 3(f).
Following the example infigure 3 and dividing the iTPD readout of 71.62 μs by the period of 0.4 μs results in

179.04 cycles. Applying the rounding operator yields to 179 complete 2.5 MHz cycles. For a continuous sinus
wave at 2.5 MHz, the iTPD readout points to the 179th 2.5 MHz cycle which is highlighted by the yellowdashed
arrow infigures 3(c), (e). Deriving the 2.5 MHz phase sig

MHz2.5f from anew separated single demodulation SD

(see red dashed arrow infigure 3(d)) allows to exercise the remaining part of equation (4)which is
·

·179 0.4 s 71.78 s2.9 0.4 s

2
m m+ =m

p
. If iTPD (ToFexp) points to awrong 2.5 MHz cycle, then the resulting error

for the accurate iTPD can reachmultiples of 0.4 μs. The experimental result of iTPD is shown in the result
section 3.1.1.

An important aspect of iTPD are the low-passfilter parameters defining the bandwidth of each
demodulation. Considering the amplitude spectrum infigure 1(c), a TD in the given scenario utilizes the signals
at 2.5 MHz and the sideband at 2.51MHz. Thefirst demodulation shifts the frequency spectrum to 0 Hz (see also
appendix A). The cut-off frequency of the low-passfilter of thefirst demodulation needs to be greater than the
second demodulation frequency to notfilter the content of interest beforehand. Therefore, the general rule for
iTPD in this configuration is to use a low-pass filter in thefirst demodulationwith a cut-off frequency greater
than 10 kHz. For the experiments, a cut-off frequency at−3 dB of 12 kHzwas employed for thefirst
demodulation and 100 Hz for the second demodulation if not stated otherwise. Thefilter order for all low-pass
filters was set to 3.

For the accurate phase readoutΔf2.5 MHz it is advisable to not use the output of thefirst demodulation of
iTPDwhich is employing a low passfilter of 12 kHz but instead perform a third new single demodulation (SD) at
2.5 MHzwith a narrow low-pass at a fewHertz. This SD is presented infigure 3(f) by the outer right signal path
to obtainΔf2.5 MHz highlighted in red.

2.2.2. Systematic lock-in study
This section presents an overview of different lock-in aspects whichwere investigated individually with pulsed
22MeVprotons.

Time to lock-in and dose: For clinical application, it is required to perform iTPDmeasurements at relevant
dose levels, i.e. in reasonable short time. The SNR andhence the accuracy and precision of iTPDdepend on the
employed low-pass filter characteristics. A narrowfilter bandwidth allows rejecting noise regions effectively to
obtain a stable phase readout. However, at the cost of longer filter settling times (filter response times)which lead
to extended acquisition times and ultimately tomore accumulated dose.Hence, the low-pass filter defines a
direct trade-off between SNR and accumulated dose. The results of various low-pass filter parameters are
presented in section 3.1.2.

Number of cycles: Increasing the number of proton cycles whilemaintaining the instantaneous current Î
(charge per cycle) creates a stronger 2.5 MHz component in the IA signal and results in higher Rsig ref

2.5 MHz values.
The influence of the number of proton cycles on the precision of the relative phase shiftΔf10 kHz is presented in
the result section 3.1.3.

Higher harmonics: Harmonics occur after the first demodulation at integermultiples of 10 kHz and allow to
perform the second demodulation of iTPD at f2,ref= 20 kHz or f2,ref= 30 kHzwithoutmodifying the actual
input signal (chopper or IA signal). For instance, aΔf20 kHz= π represents aToF of 25 μs considering the 50 μs
period of 20 kHz. Such demodulations at harmonics can be performed by (i) adjusting the cut-off frequency of
the low-passfilter of the first demodulation to notfilter out the sideband of interest and (ii) performing the
second demodulation at the frequency of the respective harmonic. The demodulation result at different
harmonics is presented in the result section 3.1.4.

Acoustic resonator: Encoding a discrete frequency in the IA signal can not only be done via time excitation but
also bymeans of resonators. Takayanagi et al (2019, 2020) placed a spherical goldmarker in the beampath using
clinical proton energies which created distinct resonance frequencies in the simulated and experimentally
measured IA signal. Encouraged by their idea, we placed an aluminum cylinder with a diameter of 3.9 mm into
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thewater tank experiment with 22MeVprotons. The cylinder axis was aligned perpendicular to the beam axis in
thewater tank and placed such that all protons stopped inside. The height of the cylinder was large compared to
its diameter and the lateral beamdimensions. The aluminum cylinder was then irradiatedwith a single cycle
proton burst at 2 MHz and distinct resonance frequencies were created. In addition to the IA signal acquisition
with the PicoScope, an iTPDwas performedwith lock-in amplifiers. In this setting, iTPDwas performed at
2.25 MHz and 10 kHz and the results are presented in the result section 3.1.5.

2.3. Referencemethod 1: cross-correlation
ThemeasuredToFexp via the relative phase shift in frequency domain (iTPD) is compared to a reference analysis
utilizing cross-correlation tomimic the homodyne detection aspect of iTPD. The derivedToF from cross-
correlating a 2.5 MHz sinus burst with the 1000-fold averaged IA signal, denoted asToFxcorr

exp , amounts to
31.098 μs and is outlined in appendix C.

2.4. Referencemethod 2: simulation framework
Twodifferent dose deposition- and acoustic-simulation scenarios are presented next.

First, IA signals were simulated for 22MeVprotons stopping inwater to emulate the experimental
configuration described previously. From the simulated IA signal with known geometries, a referenceToF
labeled asToFBP

simwas assessed in addition toToFxcorr
exp .

The second part of the in-silico studies focus on clinical energies. IA signals for 138MeVprotons targeting an
artificial phantomwere simulated considering an artificial heterogeneous geometry. The simulated IA signals
are then fed into a digital lock-in analysis which is described in section 2.5.

2.4.1. 22 MeV protons—homogeneous setup
A simulation of the 22 MeV experiment has been carried out to derive a reference result which is not based on
measured data. The simulation framework is explained in appendixD. A comparison of themeasured and
simulated IA signal pTIR

sim is presented infigure 4.
A simulated IA signal with amaximumBragg peak to sensor distance of 47.437 mmmatched best with the

averaged IAmeasurement taking into account experimental specific systematic time offsets. Considering the
derived Bragg peakmaximum to point sensor distance of 47.437 mmand a speed of sound at 37.1 °C (according
to the experimental conditions) of 1.524 mm μs−1 yields aToFBP

sim of 31.131 μs which is highlighted by the
vertical dashed orange line infigure 4. The small discrepancies betweenToFBP

sim andToFxcorr
exp are explained in

appendicesD and E. Both,ToFBP
sim andToFxcorr

exp will be considered to benchmark lock-in
measurements ToF ToFexp exp

acc .

2.4.2. 138 MeV protons—heterogeneous setup
Weexpanded our in-silico study to amore realistic toy example emulating heterogeneities. ThematRad toolkit
(Wieser et al 2017)was used to simulate the dose deposition of a generic 138MeVproton beam stopping in an
artificial heterogeneous geometry. The proton beamwas directed through a bone surrogate (HounsfieldUnit
HU= 600) before stopping inside a target structure (HU=40). The surrounding phantom emulatedwater

Figure 4.Comparison between themeasured (blue solid line) and simulated IA signal (orange solid line) for a four cycle proton burst
at 22 MeV. The vertical dashed linemarks the time pointToFBP

simwhich corresponds to the distance between Bragg peakmaximumand
the point sensor.
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(HU= 0). Acoustic and thermoacoustic properties were extrapolated from theHUvalues on the basis of look up
tables provided in Jones et al (2018), Yu et al (2019). An idealized omnidirectional point sensor of infinite
bandwidthwasmodeled and placed distal on the beam axis. The recorded pressure wave ( )rp t,ssim

d was
convolutedwith a realistic clinical proton time profile fromLehrack et al (2017). No electrical transducer
influencesweremodeled. In afinal step, the simulated IA signal was fed into a digital iTPDwhich is
described next.

2.5.Digital lock-in
The functionality of iTPDwas implemented in aMatlab (MATLAB2017) software program to perform a digital
lock-in on simulated and experimental data in retrospect. One fundamental difference between triggered and
lock-inmeasurements is their operationwith continuous data streams. Therefore, individual IA signals from
triggered acquisitions or simulationswere extended tomultiples of the pulse repetition frequency of the
accelerator into a single continuous signal. The total duration of the synthetic signals was 1 s which corresponds
to 1000 signals considering a realistic 1 kHz pulse repetition frequency.

First, a digital iTPDwas carried out on an IA simulation (see section 2.4.2) considering 138MeVprotons
stopping in an artificial heterogeneous geometry. Noise was added to the simulated pressure tracemimicking a
similar SNRof−15 dB to Lehrack et al (2017). The signal was digitally demodulated at 35 and 3 kHz (third
harmonic of 1 kHz) using low-pass filter bandwidths of f−3dB of 4500 Hz and of 10 Hz. The derived
ToF ToFexp exp

acc were then compared to the obtainedToFBP
sim from the simulation geometry (distance between

transducer andBragg peakmaximum).
Second, experimentalmeasurements fromLehrack et al (2017)were processed in the digital iTPD in

retrospect. Lehrack et al (2017) irradiated awater tankwith pulsed 220MeVprotons at theCenter Antoine
Lacassagne (CAL) inNice, France. A hydrophone (CetaceanResearchC305X, Seattle, USA)was utilized to
measure IA emissions from a single proton cyclemodulation in axial configuration. AGaussian time profile with
a FWHMof 4 μs was repeated every 1 ms (1 kHz). Awindow signal or reflections, as it was the case for 22 MeV,
were not present in the IA signal because of the limited acquisition time. Thefirst demodulation frequency was
set to 25 kHz as the amplitude spectrumof the 1000-fold averaged IA signal peaked at this frequency. For the
second demodulation, the third harmonic of 1 kHzwas selected to deriveToF ToFexp exp

acc . Further, we considered
a low-pass filer cut-off frequency f−3dB of 4500 Hz for thefirst and 10 Hz for the second demodulation. The
results are shown in section 3.2.2.

The clinical IA signal originating from a single cyclemodulation contains a broad spectrum. Frequency
components of about 50 kHzwere observable in the compression (positive) pulse and 35–25 kHz in the
rarefaction (negative) pulse. Since the latter ismore pronounced in the Fourier domain, the IA signal was first
demodulated at 35, 25 kHz, respectively. Consequently, iTPDmeasures the occurrence of 35, 25 kHz forwhich
reason it needs to be known in advance how the demodulation frequency relates toToFBP corresponding to the
Bragg peakmaximum to sensor distance. Different demodulation frequencies result in different peak positions
in the demodulation amplitudeR10−100 kHz and hence differentToFexp are derived via iTPD. Therefore, a time
offset toffset

BP was quantified for 25 kHz and 35 kHz from simulations and then subtracted from the digital iTPD
readout (see equation (3)) to ensure the iTPD readout directly representsToFBP. A similar correctionwas
required for the 22MeV experiment, however, here a time offset toffset

BP needed to be corrected due to additional
acoustic reflections containing the demodulation frequency (see appendix B).

3. Results

3.1. iTPDat 22MeVprotons
The following results refer to the 22MeV experiment described in section 2.1. An overview of the individual
signals ref

10 kHzf and sig
10 kHzf over a time period of 9 s is given in appendix Fwhile the resultingToFexp is presented

next in section 3.1.1 considering a shorter timewindow.

3.1.1. iTPD versus accurate iTPD
The analysis of iTPD is shown infigure 5. The solid blue line infigure 5 presents the iTPD readoutToFexp based
on equation (3) over themeasurement period of 0.5–6.8 s not yet incorporating the accurate phase readout. The
histogram alongside aGaussian fit to the experimentallymeasuredToFexp over themeasurement period is
presented on the left vertical axis infigure 5. ThemeanToFexp amounts to 31.064 μs and deviates from
ToF 31.098 sexp

xcorr m= by 34 ns and is therefore within the uncertainty limit [ ]ToFexps of 129 ns. The dashed

blue line represents themeanToFexp while the dashed green line shows the progressive standard deviation
[ ]ToFexps . The simulation resultToFBP

sim is shownby the constant solid orange line.
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ThemeasuredToFexp can be converted to distances using the speed of sound ofwater. The positional error,
shownon the right vertical axis, was obtained by subtracting the distance obtained fromToF xcorr

exp which is
considered as reference. The reference, derived fromToFxcorr

exp , ismarked by the red dotted line, at 0 mm. The
mean and standard deviation of the positional error amount to 51 μm± 196 μm.ABragg peak sensor distance
of 47.381 mmderived fromToFxcorr

exp indicates a relativemean localization error for the homogeneouswater tank
measurements of 0.1% ( *10051 m

47.381 mm

m ).
Building upon figure 5,figure 6 presents the analysis including the accurate 2.5 MHz phase readout.

However, it is important to stress that the 2.5 MHz phase can only be incorporated if its cycle can be determined
unambiguously by iTPD. The respective time offlight, denoted asToFexp

acc , is shown by the blue solid line in
figure 6 and amounts over the timewindow of 4.17–4.50 s toToFexp

acc= 31.089 μs± 0.003 μs. The thick red
dotted line highlights againToF 31.098 sexp

xcorr m= while the thin red dotted lines denote the jitter
of±3σ= 21 ns. From an analysis of individual IAmeasurements, a jitter/incoherencewith a standard deviation
of 7 ns could be observed from analyzing the peak variability from averaging randomly selected signal batches.
Fifty randomly selected IA signals were pre-processed and averaged such that the acoustic peak position could be
identified. This process was repeated 50 times to derive the variability of the IA signal separately.

The green dashed lines indicate the progressivemean (prog.ToFexp
acc) and standard deviation (prog.

ToF 3exp
acc s ). The latter reveals a value of 5 μmover the entire timewindow. Compared tofigure 5, which does

Figure 5.Analysis of ionoacoustic tandemphase detection (iTPD) in time domain on the basis of equation (3). The left vertical axes
represents theToF inμs and the right vertical axes shows the positional error inmm, both as a function ofmeasurement time. The
thick red dotted line indicates the reference analysisToFxcorr

exp based on the cross-correlation analysis. The orange solid line represents
ToFsim

BP derived from simulations.

Figure 6.Analysis for the ionoacoustic tandemphase detection (iTPD) incorporating a separately acquired phase from a single
demodulation at 2.5 MHz over a randomly selected time frame from4.17 to 4.50 s.
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not consider the additional 2.5 MHz phase information, themean and standard deviation improved from
51± 196 μmto 13± 5 μmwhich now equals a relative localization accuracy and precision of 0.027± 0.01%.
Complementary, the right vertical axis offigure 6 illustrates the positional errorwith respect toToF xcorr

exp

incorporating the dedicated 2.5 MHzphase readout. The grey boxmarks a timewindowof 100 mswhich
corresponds to the total acquisition time of 1000 IA signals considered to derive the referenceToF xcorr

exp . Table 1
summarizes the differentToF quantities and their deviation toToFxcorr

exp . An error estimation of the standard
deviation forToFxcorr

exp andToFBP
sim is given in appendix G.Differences betweenToFBP

sim andToFxcorr
exp of 33 ns can be

explained by the fact thatToFBP
sim is obtained from the distance between sensor andBragg peakmaximumas part

of the simulation. As shown by Jones et al (2016a)ToFBP
sim does notmatchwith features of the recorded IA

pressure such as themaximumvalue, zero crossing, or as in this case its correlationwith a 2.5 MHz sinus burst.
In the presentedmeasurements, the systematic and intrinsic time difference betweenToFBP

sim andToFxcorr
exp

amounts to 33 ns (50 μm). ComparingToFexp
acc to the simulationToFBP

sim results in amean discrepancy of 42 ns.
ToFxcorr

exp andToFexp
acc were infigure 6 intentionally not corrected by their 33 ns, 42 ns offsets to emphasize their

small differences. This aspect is further elaborated on in appendix E.

3.1.2. Time to lock-in and dose
The analysis for the settling time of the lock-in amplifier can be found in appendixH. The results showed a
strong influence of thefilter parameters on the requiredmeasurement time of iTPD andwith that on the total
accumulated dose. The time-based reference analysisToF xcorr

exp relied on 1000 individual proton bursts at 10 kHz
which corresponds to an irradiation time of 100 ms. In contrast, the required lock-in time amounts according to
tableH1 to 9.1 ms.

3.1.3. Number of cycles
This section investigates the precision of iTPD considering various number of proton cycles whilemaintaining
the instantaneous beam current Î . In the following, the number of proton cycles in themodulationwas
increased from1 to 5 in order to progressively imprint amore pronounced 2.5 MHz component.

Table 2 shows the precision of TD (as part of equation (2)) in the two upper rows for different cycles. The
standard deviation is given inmrad and ns andwas calculated based on ameasurement period of 9 s. Decreasing
standard deviations can be observed for an increasing number of cycles for the given burst excitation. This
indicates that encoding a stronger 2.5 MHz frequency in the IA signal bymeans of pulsing the beam, yields to an
increased stability in iTPD.A significant improvement for TD could be observed between 2 and 4 cycles for
which the standard deviation dropped from858 ns to 158 ns.

The lower half of table 2 presents the standard deviation of a single demodulation at 2.5 MHzwhich is
required as additional information for the accurate iTPD (as part of equation (4)). Here, an almost stable phase
readout can be observed from table 2 across all cycles.σ[f] varies for the 2.5 MHz phase readout only between 5
and 7 ns thereby indicating 2.5 MHz detection capabilities already for single cycle bursts. However this
additional information can only be used if the 10 kHz phase readout of iTPDunambiguously points to the
correct 2.5 MHz cycle.

Table 1.Accuracy and precision of differentmethods assessing the IAToF. The detailed error estimation forToFxcorr
exp andToFBP

sim can be
found in appendix G. The third column shows the deviation toToF xcorr

exp and fourth column the correspondingmethod of how this quantity
was derived.

Quantity Value Deviation to ToFexp
xcorr Method

ToF xcorr
exp 31.098 μs ± 9.8 ns n.a. Derived from cross-corr. (section 2.3)

ToFBP
sim 31.131 μs ± 18 ns 33 ns Derived from simulations (section 2.4)

ToFexp 31.064 μs ± 129 ns −34 ns iTPD (equation (3))

ToFexp
acc 31.089 μs ± 3.1 ns −9 ns Accurate iTPD (equation (4))

Table 2.Precision of tandem and single demodulation using varying number of cycles for the 2.5 MHz
burst excitation.

1 cycle 2 cycles 4 cycles 5 cycles

TD for iTPD (equation (3)) σ[f] in [mrad] 56 54 9.9 9.1

σ[f] in [ns] 889 858 158 145

SD for acc. iTPD (equation (4)) σ[f] in [mrad] 77 98 81.6 70

σ[f] in [ns] 5.5 7.0 5.7 5.0
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For the results shown in table 2, the instantaneous beam current Î (charge per cycle)wasfixedwhich yields a
linear increase of deposited dose. Afive cycle burst deposits five times the dose of a single cycle excitation and
hence, theDCbeamcurrent I increased by a factor offive.

The cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter parameter was set to 150 Hz for eachmeasurement presented in
table 2. Because of using a higher cut-off frequency in the low-pass filter in this investigation, the results in table 2
cannot be directly compared to section 3.1.1.

3.1.4. Lock-in on higher harmonics.
The previous results were based on carrying out the second demodulation as part of iTPD at 10 kHz. ABragg-
peak to transducer distance of 47.38 mmyielded aToFexp

acc of 31.089 μs, i.e. 1.95 rad. Tomake use of the
additional ‘free of charge’ signal content at integermultiples, the second demodulation frequency of both lock-
in amplifiers was subsequently changed from10 kHz to 20 kHz and 30 kHz. To unambiguously derive the
ToFexp, the period of the second demodulation frequencymust be greater than theToFexp. Both demodulations
at 20 kHz and 30 kHz fulfilled this requirement as their periods amount to 50 μs and 33 μs, respectively.
Performing the second demodulation at 20 kHz and 30 kHz increased the phase resolution because 50 μs and
33 μs were resolved over 0 rad to−6.238 rad for the price of decreasing frequency amplitudes of harmonics. It is
important to stress that a harmonic lock-in does not require to change the proton burst excitationwhichwas in
this case still repeated every 10 kHz.

Figure 7 presents a comparison of the relative phase readout at 10, 20 and 30 kHz. A four-cycle rectangular
burst of 2.5 MHz repeated every 10 kHzwas utilized as proton time profile. Compared to the previous section,
the low-passfilter of the second demodulationwas changed to 200 Hzwhich explains the increased standard
deviation of theΔf10kHz (solid blue line) compared to the previous analyses.Moreover, figure 7 presents iTPD
without considering a dedicated 2.5 MHz readout.

From the reduced fluctuations in the readout infigure 7 it can be seen that performing the second
demodulation at higher harmonics yields to a reduction ofσ[Δf] from272 to 45 mrad. 272 mrad corresponds
to 4.3 μs, 53 mrad to 420 ns and 45 mrad to 239 ns considering their respective periods. Consequently, a
harmonic lock-in at 30 kHz allows to further consider the accurate 2.5 MHz phase readout to achieve greater
accuracy as shown in the previous section 3.1.1.

3.1.5. Lock-in on a resonance frequency
As shown in section 3.1.3, increasing the number of cycles in burst excitation at the demodulation frequency is
beneficial for the stability of iTPD.Nonetheless, imprinting a frequency in the IA signal can also be done by
means of resonators. Herewe investigate the impact of single pulse excitation on resonators using iTPD.

Themeasured and averaged IA signal with andwithout the cylindrical resonator are shown in time domain
infigure 8(a). The blue solid line denotes the referencemeasurement without the cylindrical resonator revealing
thewell known triplet signature in the IA signal (direct, window and reflection). In contrast, themeasurement
with cylindrical resonator (red dotted line) shows a strongly oscillating IA signal with a steadily decreasing
amplitude. Note that the transducer position and its distance to the Bragg peak is different compared to the
previousmeasurements. Figure 8(b) shows the corresponding amplitude spectra. A pronounced signal content
in the 1MHz–2MHz range can be observed due to the cylindrical resonator and the 2MHz time excitation. The

Figure 7.Analysis of TDutilizing a harmonic lock-in. A four cycled proton burst at 2.5 MHzwas employed. The second demodulation
as part of the tandemdemodulation is performed at 10 kHz (blue line), 20 kHz (red line) and 30 kHz (yellow line).
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2MHz single cycle burst gives rise to the elevated peak in the amplitude spectrum at 2MHz. The sound speed of
aluminum (calu= 6.250 mm μs−1) and the diameter of 3.9 mmresult in a resonance frequency of 1.6 MHz
which is observable infigure 8(b). Also a resonance frequency of 0.85 MHz corresponding to twice the diameter
can be seen.

The experimental phase readoutΔf10kHz inwaterwithout resonator is shown infigure 8(c) for which the
beamwas turned on after 1.8 s. The signalΔf10kHz strongly oscillates around−2 rad. The dark blue solid and
dashed lines represent the progressivemean and standard deviation ofΔf10kHz. In contrast, figure 8(d) depicts
the iTPDmeasurement forwhich protons stopped in the cylindrical resonator. In thismeasurement, the beam
was turned on at 1.4 s. Comparing the standard deviations infigures 8(c) and (d) demonstrates the advantage of
resonators for iTPD in an experimental setting.

It is to be noted that theGrüneisen parameter of aluminum is roughly 19 times higher compared towater
and the acoustic transmission from aluminum towater is 30%. Assuming no transducer impulse response, this
would theoretically yield a 6 times stronger signal amplitude for the cylindrical resonatormeasurement.
However, the increased proton scattering in the aluminum, the different acoustic wave front due to the circular
aluminum curvature aswell as the−6 dB sensitivity level of the 3.5 MHzOlympus transducer at 2.2 MHz
explain the reduced signal amplitude difference between these twomeasurements. Nevertheless, due to the
aluminum cylinder acting as resonator at a distinct frequency and the increased signal amplitude, amore precise
iTPD readout can be performedwhich is quantified by a decrease ofσ[Δf10kHz] from0.72 to 0.08 rad. Even
though the lock-in frequencywas not selected optimally (2.25 MHz instead of e.g. 1.6 MHz), the beneficial
impact of resonators on iTPD is clearly demonstrated. Lastly figure 8(e) shows a digital lock-in performed in
retrospect with themeasured data, this time at the resonance frequency 1.6 MHz. Also in this analysis, the iTPD
phase readout becomesmore stable for the case of a resonance frequency. After 5 msσ[Δf10kHz] drops from
1.05 to 0.05 radwhen using a resonator. How resonators can be used for range verification is discussed in
section 4.2.6.

Figure 8.Resonator lock-in: figure (a) and (b) present the ionoacoustic signal in time and frequency domain from a triggered
acquisitionwithout (solid blue line) andwith (dashed red line) the cylindrical resonator. Figure (c)presents the iTPD readoutwithout
the cylindrical resonator and (d) denotes the lock-inmeasurement with cylindrical resonator. Figure (e) presents a digital lock-in
analysis in retrospect at 1.6 MHz.
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3.2.Digital lock-in on clinical beamenergies
This subsection presents the results for the digital lock-in carried out on simulated and experimental IA signals
in retrospect considering clinical beam energies.

3.2.1. Artificial heterogeneous geometry
Figure 9 shows a digital iTPDon simulated IA signals on the basis of a generic 138MeVproton beam stopping in
an artificial heterogeneous geometry. The noiseless acoustic simulation result using the k-Wave toolbox is
shown infigure 9(b) by the black solid line. Further, the blue line represents the noiseless IA signal overlaid by
band-limitedGaussian noise. Next, 9(c) illustrates the raw readouts of TD (tandemdemod.) and SD (single
demod.) alongside theirmoving averages (SD,TD). Lastly, a digital iTPDwas carried out to deriveToFexp and
ToFexp

acc which are presented in 9(d).
As allmaterial properties and the exact geometrical setupwere known in the simulation, a ground truth

ToFsim
BP could be derived. Finally,ToFsim

BP amounted to 74.81 μs and ameanToFexp
acc after 400 ms to 74.57 μs

exhibiting a deviation of 72 ns, 0.1 mmrespectively. 10 mGymaximumdose at the Bragg peak yields to 1.71 Pa
initial pressure and to ameasured pressure amplitude on the beamaxis for an idealized point sensor 10 cm away
of about 30 mPa. Summarized, lock-in times of less than 300 ms corresponding to 3 Gywere observed.

3.2.2. Experimental data at 220MeV
The results of a digital lock-in onmeasured data are shown infigure 10. Firstly, figure 10(a) shows the
experimental data fromLehrack et al (2017). The blue line presents one triggered IAmeasurement acquiredwith
the hydrophone. The orange line depicts the averaged and inverted prompt gamma ray signalmeasuredwith a
fast plastic scintillator (Bicron BC400R, 4.5 cm) lateral to the beam axis. The black line shows the 1000-fold
averaged IA signal where the Bragg peak signal near 300 μs can be separated fromnoise. The scintillator and IA
signal were input into a digital lock-in amplifier to derive theToF via iTPD. Figure 10(b) depicts the raw and
moving-averaged readout of tandemdemodulation (TD) and the additional single demodulation (SD) to
perform the accurate iTPD. Because offluctuation in the SD andTD readout, themoving averages (SD,TD)
were calculated and further considered to derive theToFexp andToFexp

acc from iTPD. The overline symbol
indicates the consideration ofmoving averaged quantities. A lock-in on the 3rd harmonic at 3 kHzwas
performed as the signal arrives before 333.33 μs. The light blue dotted horizontal lines indicate different 25 kHz
cycles, (40 μs periods). Note that, TDneeds to staywithin one cycle (between two dotted lines) to correctly
incorporate the SD readout.

Figure 9. IA simulation on a synthetic phantom followed by a digital iTPD. Figure (a) shows the geometry overlaid by the initial
pressure. The black dot represents the location of the idealized point sensor. Figure (b) shows the simulated IA signal with andwithout
noise. Figure (c) presents the digital TD/SD itsmoving averaged TD SD phases required to deriveToFexp via iTPDwhich is illustrated
in figure (d).
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The vertical black line infigure 10(c)presents the reference resultToFτ extracted from averaged signals in
10(a) according to Lehrack et al (2017). The blue signal presents theToFexp converted from rad toμs accounting
for the reference TDphase readout from the scintillator signal. After 600 ms the signal approximates the
reference resultToFτ. Incorporating SD for the accurate iTPD results in the red solid line in 10(c). Due to the
rounding operator in equation (4), a step-like behavior can be observed.Once the correct 25 kHz cycle is
identified via iTPD the accurate SD phase readout yields a precision of±0.31 μs which corresponds
to±0.46 mm.

The deviation toToFτ amounts on average to 0.32 μs indicating reasonable agreement to the time based
referenceToFτ extracted fromLehrack et al (2017). It has to be noted thatToFτwas derived from the time
difference between themaximum IA signal and the 50% level of the scintillator signal. This proceduremight not
accurately represent the actual distance between hydrophone andBragg peakmaximum forwhich reason small
discrepancies can be expected.

Considering the 1 ms pulse repetition rate and a Bragg peak dose of 10 mGy per pulse, the total time span of
500 ms corresponds to 500 pulses and a total peak dose of 5 Gy.

4.Discussion

4.1. General remarks
Unlike other domains like optoacoustics employing the lock-in technique to detect amodulated signal buried in
noise, IA for clinical range verification is challengedwith limited dosage because of clinical dose prescriptions.
Typically, a lock-in amplifier demodulates a low-amplitude signal that is not limited in energy (dose) using a
narrow low-pass filter to detect how strong the underlying source is emitting (Mascarenhas et al 1984). In
contrast, thismanuscript focuses on determiningToF from a phase shift at limited dosage to localize the
emitting source.

Based on the frequencies encoded in the proton time profile, a tandemdemodulation (TD)was performed at
these frequencies tomeasure the relative phase between a known reference (chopper signal) and the IA signal. If
TD is stable enough to uniquely identify the correct cycle of thefirst demodulation, then a new single
demodulation (SD) can be incorporated in the phase readout to achieve greater accuracy and precision for
measuring theToF. Although not presented, the amplitude of SD/TDquantifies how strong the frequency is
present in the IA signal and could in the future be used for dosimetric applications.

Figure 10. Figure (a) shows a single IAmeasurement and averaged quantities including the scinitilator signal fromLehrack et al
(2017). Figure (b) presents a digital TD and SDutilizing individual IAmeasurements fromfigure (a)whichwere concatenated into a
singlemeasurement. Figure (c) showsToFexp in blue,ToFexp

acc in red and the reference resultToFτ in black.
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Besidesmeasuring theToF in real-time, a desirable aspect of lock-in amplifiers is the observed localization
precision of frequencies in time domain resulting in a positional accuracy of 0.027% (13 μm) for the considered
lowproton energy and high frequency scenario. These results for 22 MeVprotonswere compared to a cross-
correlation analysis utilizing 1000 triggered acquisitions exhibiting an iTPD accuracy and precision below
15 μm.Despite the large doses being applied in the experimental study for 22MeV, the application of iTPD to
clinical beam energies could be demonstrated for fractionated dose levels but still requires further
improvements to reduce the integral dose.

4.2. Aspects of the iTPDmethod
4.2.1. Time-of-flight (ToF)
Comparing iTPD results to simulations, amean difference in accuracy of 42 ns, 64 μm, respectively was
observed. This difference is caused by the fact that each referencemethodToFsim

BP andToFxcorr
exp quantifies slightly

different time points in the pressure wave. The general problemof derivingToFBP (see appendix E) from a
measured IA signal is described in Jones et al (2016a) and depends among others, on the time profile, the sensor
position and sensor orientation to the IAwave-front. Therefore, the actual Bragg peak to sensor distance
corresponds in this setting to a time point before the first compression peak as part of the IA signal (see figures 4
and E1)which is also in linewith observations from simulations. The cross-correlation analysisToFxcorr

exp

presented infigure C1 quantified the time shift of a 2.5 MHz sinus burst (template). In detail, the computed
ToFxcorr

exp refers to the starting point (first positive non-zero value) of the utilized 2.5 MHz sinus burst (see
appendix E).We recognize this intrinsic systematic difference betweenToFBP

sim andToFxcorr
exp which corresponds to

a systematic offset.

4.2.2. Demodulation offset
The demodulation offset tackles the question how the demodulation frequency relates to the time point of
interest (ToF). This aspect can be broken down into two cases—single andmultiple IA pulses.

For single cycle excitation, e.g. at 2.5 MHz, it needs to be known, how a 2.5 MHz demodulation relates to the
ToF. This imprecise knowledge is small for 2.5 MHzbut becomesmore pronounced for clinical beam energies
for which the demodulation is done atmuch lower frequencies. A systematic time correctionwas required for
the digital iTPDs performed for the clinical scenario presented in figures 9 and 10 both based on single pulse
excitation.Here, the peak in the amplitude spectrum (35 kHz, 25 kHz respectively)was utilized as demodulation
frequency corresponding to the rarefaction pulse. The association aboutwhen this frequency occurs (time-
frequency relation)with respect to theToF needs to be known a priori e.g. from an acoustic simulation or a
calibrationmeasurement.

The second scenario concernsmultiple IA pulses (see appendix B). A systematic time offset in the
demodulated 10 kHz phase was observed in the raw iTPD readout considering IA signals frompulsed 22MeV
protons. This offset occurs in the first 2.5 MHz demodulation due to acoustic reflections entailing the
demodulation frequency at various time points. As a result, the demodulated amplitude peaked at thewindow
signal and required a temporal correction by incorporating prior knowledge of the setup.

Considering clinical scenarios, the influence of awindowor a reflection signal from the Bragg peak on the
demodulationwill bemitigated because of larger ranges resulting in stronger acoustic attenuation andweaker
reflections, however, heterogeneitiesmight induce additional signals at the demodulation frequency. Oneway to
mitigate such effects is the application of a periodic windowing function to attenuate unwanted reflections. A
expected timewindow can be approximated from the planned Bragg peak position and planned sensor location.

4.2.3. Frequencymodulation—number of cycles
Increasing the number of cycles in burst excitation yielded an increased Bragg peak localization precision. In the
experimental setup, the charge per cycle (instantaneous current Î )was kept constant resulting in a linear
increase of dose (DCcurrent I ) for increasing cycles. A four cycle burst deposited four times the dose of a single
cycle burst herewith potentially violating clinical dose constraints.

The aspect of using bursts with varying number of cycles while ensuring constant dosage (const. I and
varying Î )was not investigated experimentally with protons, butwith synthetic signals from a function
generator directly connected to lock-in amplifiers.Here, a four-cycle burst, entailed one fourth the signal
amplitude Î 4 of a single cycle burst. No significant difference in the stability of the iTPD readout could be
observed for increasing the number of cycles from1 to 16while simultaneously decreasing the signal amplitude
to ensure integral signal energy (dose). Thus, increasing Î while keeping I constant does not impact the stability
of the lock-in readout.Hence, lock-in detection does not require high instantaneous beam currents Î compared
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to signal averaging. Low instantaneous beam currents Î , e.g. due to technical limits, require intensive signal
averagingwhich becomes ineffective for largeN as the noise level is proportional to the square root ofN. In such
low SNR conditions, especially due to limited Î , narrow band lock-in detection surpasses signal averaging.

Another noteworthy aspect is the phase stability of TD and SD. A single cycle experiment at 22MeV
produced for TD a precision of 889 ns. In contrast, SD exhibited a standard deviation below 7 ns across all cycles
demonstrating SD is generallymore stable thanTD.

Considering clinical beam energies, a SDmight be sufficient if prior knowledge is incorporated from the
treatment plan. In the same fashion as TD, the correct SD cycle can alternatively be estimated from the planned
Bragg peak location and sensor position. For example, assuming a Bragg peak to sensor distance of about 80 mm
and a SD at 30 kHz (T30 kHz= 33 μs)which corresponds to a distance inwater of 50 mm. It only needs to be
known from treatment planning that the expected actual Bragg peak to sensor distance lies between 50 and
100 mm,which then corresponds to the second 30 kHz cycle. The accurate readout on a sub-millimeter level can
then directly be performed using SD.

Another way of frequencymodulation besides increasing the number of cycles is given by amplitude
modulation, which can directly be applied in today’smedical facilities using intensitymodulated particle beams.

4.2.4. Time to lock-in
Another important aspect when considering integral dose limits is the time it takes for the lock-in amplifier to
settle (speed of convergence). The settling time depends on the low-pass filter parameters. Narrow low-pass
filters yield to stable readouts but long settling times and hencemore accumulated dose over time. Contrary,
higher SNR ratios allow the definition of relaxed filter bandwidths to achieve faster lock-in times. This study
verifies the theoretical settling times of the utilized f−3dB of 10 and 100 Hzwhich amount to 100, and and 10 μs
respectively.

Thefilter order and the cut-off frequency need to be optimized to the given experimental condition (SNR
level). One approach forfinding a better trade-off is given by reverse engineering the problem,where the
prescribed dose and the dose per cycle defines the acquisition lengthwhich ultimately defines the optimal f−3dB

cut-off frequency.
The large integral doses from the 22MeV experiments exceed the clinical dose levels by two orders of

magnitude. Since different lock-in amplifier aspects were systematically investigated in thisfirst study, the
applied dosewas of lower importance. Considering a previous experimental IAmeasurement at a clinical
synchrocyclotron facility (Lehrack et al 2017), the time structure of the IA signal is composed of a≈25 kHz
component repeated every 1 ms. As the clinical pulse repetition period of 1 ms is lower than the one used in the
22MeVproton experiment (10 kHz), identical filter parameters result in a lower integral dose for the clinical
case. Instead of kGy the required dose drops below 5 Gymotivating further exploration of iTPD for real time
proton range verification.

4.2.5. Harmonic lock-in
The sidebands induced by the pulse repetition frequency allowed performing the second demodulation of iTPD
at higher harmonics (20 kHz, 30 kHz) for the 22MeV experiment without changing the proton burst repetition
frequency of 10 kHz. To avoid ambiguities, theToF to bemeasured needs to be smaller than the period of 20 or
30 kHz. As this was the case, a harmonic lock-inwas performed exhibiting a decreased standard deviation of the
phaseσ[Δf] for higher harmonics.

Despite the decreasing amplitude spectrumof higher harmonics, a reducedσ[Δf]wasmeasured. This can
be explained by the increased phase resolution of 20/30 kHz and the demodulation at higher frequencies
herewithmoving away from the low-frequency 1/fnoise. These two effects seem to outweigh the progressively
decreasing signal amplitude of harmonics.

A reducedσ[Δf] from a harmonic lock-in can enable accurate iTPDwhich incorporates a new third SD (see
figure 6) to achieve greater Bragg peak localization accuracy and precision. Further, for a clinical
synchrocyclotronwith a pulse repetition rate of 1 kHz a harmonic lock-in at 2 or 3 kHzwas feasible and allowed
tomeasureToFs of up to 500 and 333.3 μs as shown for the in-silico studies in the result section 3.2.

4.2.6. Acoustic resonator
Besides encoding a specific frequency via time excitation, also a resonator interactingwith the ion beam can be
used alternatively to create distinctive frequencies (Takayanagi et al 2019, 2020). A single cycle excitation caused
resonance and resulted in an IA signal with distinct frequencies well suited for lock-in detection.One key
advantage for clinical application of resonators compared to proton pulsemodulation is the reduced dosage due
to its single pulse excitation. Additional acoustic signals are not created by additional proton cycles but by the
resonator itself.
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Generally speaking, an energy density within a pair of strong acoustic interfaces such aswater aluminumand
aluminumwater alongside a coherent and pronounced difference in theGrüneisen parameter induces a
detectable resonance. Therefore the presence ofmetallicmarkers (Takayanagi et al 2019, 2020), solidified non-
metallicmarkers (Rydhög et al 2017, Brown et al 2020) or contrast agents (Klein et al 2020,McNabb et al 2020,
Lascaud et al 2021)might be suited for iTPD.Moreover, such resonancesmay also naturally appear in the
human body, e.g. bony structures.

In the presented resonance study, the Bragg peak stoppedwithin the aluminum resonator and the location of
the resonatorwas effectivelymeasured, however, for clinical range verification, incoming ionsmust traverse the
marker/resonator to allow a relative Bragg peak localization to themarker. Focusing on the study of Takayanagi
et al (2020), a lock-in amplifier can be used two-fold. The phase information can, identical to this study, be used
to derive the location of the resonatorwhile the demodulation amplitudemeasures the resonance frequency
(SPIREwave)which encodes the residual range.

Another way to encode a distinct resonance frequencywhile avoiding the need to implant a resonator/
marker,might be the acoustic sensor itself. The sensor could act as a resonance body, as it is typically surrounded
by air and coupled only on sidewithUS gel to the patient.

4.3. Applicability and translation
This study assumed idealized conditions given by a homogeneous setupwith known acoustic properties and a
sensor alignment on the beam axis which consequently reduces Bragg peak localization to a one-dimensional
problem. A realistic setting in three dimensions requiresN-sensors to be connected toN-lock-in amplifiers each
performing an iTPD.

Heterogeneities in the acoustic pathwith imprecise sound speed knowledge result in a distorted sensor to
Bragg peak distance and ultimately to absolute Bragg peak localization errors. A conversion to space domain can
be avoided by a co-registration of iTPD to amedical ultrasound image. Complementing IAmeasurements with
ultrasoundwere first demonstrated byKellnberger et al (2016), Patch et al (2016, 2019, 2021) and revealed the
relative Bragg peak location in the underlying tissuemorphology. Summarized, two IA signals, characterized by
their relative bandwidth, are being discussed:

Narrow-band IA signal: It was demonstrated that increasing themodulation frequency in the acoustic signal
via pulsing yields to increased lock-in detection capabilities.

A pronouncedMHz frequency could be imprinted for the 22 MeVproton beam experiment via pulsing and
resonators. As a result, the frequency spectrumof the IA signal was, considered relative, of narrow band-width
exhibiting a central frequency in theMHz regime and consequently, the IA signal could be detected by using a
singleMHz-frequency in the demodulation. For such cases where iTPD can be performed at a strong and
distinct frequency, the requirements of the IA sensor change. Instead of sacrificing sensitivity for
broadbandness, an IA detection system to be usedwith iTPD can be of narrow bandwidth, ideally optimized to
the desired lock-in/resonance frequency, with increased sensitivity. Therefore, acoustic resonators could bewell
suited for iTPD as the deposited dose from a single pulse excitation is smaller to that ofmultiple cycles
(modulation via proton burst).

Broad-band IA signal: Considering clinical IA signals, that are based on single proton pulses without
resonators, the IA signal constitutes a relatively large bandwidth of approximately 10 kHz to 100 kHz. In such
cases for which a single frequency demodulation (35 kHz for 138MeV and 25 kHz for 220MeV)might not be
optimally suited as only a single part of the entire signal is utilized. Therefore, we argue that an SNR-improving
method needs to harvest in such an environment all spectral components. To further increase the sensitivity of
iTPD for such broadband IA signals an alternative strategy could be the parallel usage of iTPD, each running at a
distinct demodulation frequency (frequency sweep), e.g. at frequencies of the compression and the refraction
peak. This concept can be extended to the limiting case ofmeasuring the discrete Fourier transform given by the
phase and amplitude of each discrete frequency allowing to derive a spectogram.

5. Conclusion

This study presented a newmethodology (iTPD) for onlineToFmeasurements of IAwaves in frequency
domain. iTPD is based on lock-in amplifiers acting as analog-to-digital converters and digital signal processors
performing a two-stage signal demodulation called tandemdemodulation (TD). If the relation between
demodulation frequency and the time point of interest in the IA pressure wave is known (ToF), iTPD allows to
measure theToF in real time. Accuracy and precision below 15 μmwas demonstrated for a pulsed 22MeV
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proton beam for an idealized configuration beyond clinical dose levels. Various aspects of iTPDwere
systematically investigated in dedicated experiments. A digital iTPDwas performed at fractional dose levels on
measured and simulated IA signals using clinical proton beam energies herewithmotivating further research to
increase the sensitivity.
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AppendixA.Demodulation principle

Demodulation is a two step process of signalmixing andfiltering and is illustrated infigure A1. A given input
signal ssig entailing a frequency fsig, is in the first step separatelymultiplied (mixed)with two continuous
references signals of the same frequency fref but different phases (0° and 90°). This process is also known as dual-
phase demodulation. The two reference signals can be treated as one single reference signal in the complex plane,
whereas the 0° signal denotes the real part and the 90° shifted signal the imaginary part. The real part is further
called in-phase componentX and the imaginary part, quadrature componentY. Both,X andY reveal in
frequency domain two new frequency components at fsig− fref and fsig+ fref. Given idealized signals and a
demodulation frequency fref at fsig, the output exhibits two distinct frequency components—one at 2fsig and a
second one at 0 Hz. The latter is equivalent to a signal specificDCoffset. After signalmultiplication (mixing), the
signal information of interest is therefore shifted to 0 Hzwhich enables the application of a low-pass filter which
is described next.

The second step of demodulation is represented by low-pass filtering. The cut-off frequency is chosen below
fsig+ fref≈ 2fsig to remove these high frequencies and to be only left with theDC component. The low pass
filtered in-phaseX and quadrature componentY represent the lock-in amplifiers output and can alternately be

converted to polar coordinates to obtain the amplitude R X Y2 2= + and phase ( )arctan Y

X
f = of the

demodulated signal. The amplitudeR is ameasure of how strong the demodulation frequency occurs within the
IA signal and the phase depicts its delay to an internal reference. The frequency of the reference signal fref can be
understood as prior knowledge incorporated into the demodulation process. For this application, we set fref to
2.5 MHz as the 2.5 MHzmodulated IA signal is to be separated fromnoise.

Figure A1. Schematic illustration of single demodulationwhich is composed of signalmultiplication and low-pass filtering.
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Appendix B.Demodulation offset

Under certain circumstances the accuracy of the iTPD readoutmay be compromised. If the frequencies of
interest occur at various time points, as for instance due to acoustic reflections, the phase readoutmight be
shifted.

As shown in previous single cycle IA related experiments at 20MeV (Assmann et al 2015, Lehrack et al 2020),
a triplet signature in the IAwavewas observed (direct, window and reflection) using a transducer on the beam
axis. The result ofmodulating the IA signal by a proton burst of four-cycles at 2.5 MHz is highlighted infigure B1
by the blue solid linewhich represents a 1000-fold averaged IAmeasurement. The direct signals originate from
the Bragg peak, the second group of signals stems from the initial pressure discontinuity at the entrancewindow
and the third group of signals are the reflections of the direct signals at the entrance window. Therefore, the IA
signal constitutes a 2.5 MHz frequency in the direct, window and reflected signal and consequently atmultiple
time points. Carrying out a digital demodulation (signalmixing and low-pass filtering) at 2.5 MHz yields the red
solid line infigure B1which depicts the frequency amplitude Rsig

2.5 MHz. It appears, the resulting red curve is a

surrogate of a 2.5 MHz envelop of the entire signal includingwindow and reflection signals.
Of course, the demodulated signal (red line infigure B1) does not peak at a time corresponding to theToF

(arrival of the first pulse) because thewindow- and reflection-signal introduce a demodulation offset t demod
offset . As

the entire signal is not symmetric due to acoustic attenuation of the reflection signal, themaximumamplitude of
the demodulation does not occur at the center (≈35μs) but is slightly shifted towards the direct signals arriving
earlier (34.2 μs). Thus, the additional 2.5 MHz frequencies in thewindow and reflected signal introduce a
temporal offset.

Consequently, lock-inmeasurements performed in this configuration do not directlymeasure theToF or
the arrival of the first signal but the timewhen the demodulated signal peaks. The introduced offset betweenToF
and the actual phase readout is referred to as demodulation offset t demod

offset and is highlighted by the black arrow in
B1. In order to derive theToF from the lock-inmeasurement, it is necessary to subtract the demodulation offset
from the iTPDmeasurement as indicated in equation (3). Quantifying the demodulation offset upfront requires
prior knowledge from simulations or a calibrationmeasurement of the relation between the time point of
interest, which is in this case theToF and its demodulation peak.

Since the phase difference between the chopper and IA signal wasmeasured, the respective phase
measurements were corrected by the systematic demodulation offset in post-processing to obtain theToF
through iTPD.However, thismay not be as relevant for clinical beam energies with single pulse excitation and
larger proton ranges. Themanually corrected demodulation offset and its implication on the clinical use case is
further discussed in the result section and at the end of thismanuscript.

Figure B1.Demodulation offset: the 1000 fold averagedmeasured IA signal created by a burst excitation of four proton cycles at
2.5 MHz is shown by the blue line. Performing a digital demodulation at 2.5 MHz yields the red linewhich is then used in a subsequent
demodulation at 10 kHz to assess its occurrencewithin the 10 kHz phase (not shown). The peak of the red line does not coincidewith
theToF (≈arrival of thefirst pulse) and hence a systematic demodulation offset t demod

offset is introduced.
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AppendixC. Cross-correlation

The reference analysis for a proton burst at 2.5 MHzwith four cycles and a duty cycle of 50% is illustrated in
figureC1. The raw chopper output signal recordedwith the PicoScope at the experimental site is shownby the
solid red line infigure C1(a). This signal acts as a surrogate of the proton arrival in thewater tank. Figure C1(b)
presents the average of 1000measured IA signals in axial sensor position.One thousandmeasurements using a
pulse repetition frequency of 10 kHz yielded a total acquisition time of 100 ms.

In principle, the signals infigures C1(a) and (b) can be directly used for cross-correlation, however, we added
an intermediate step to focus on a single frequency (2.5 MHz) similar to theworking principle of the lock-in
amplifier. Therefore, two idealized four-cycle sinusoidal waveswith a period of 0.4 μs were defined in post-
processing and shifted according to the position of themaximum cross-correlationwith the recorded chopper-
and the IA-signal. The result is shown infigures C1(a) and (b) by the red dashed line. In the last step, another
cross-correlation is performed between these two idealized sinusoidal waves. The outcome is shown by the green
solid line inC1(c). Themaximumposition of this profile, denoted asToFxcorr

exp , amounts to 31.098 μs. The
maximumcross-correlation value indicates the starting position of the template (four-cycle sinusoidal wave)
and therefore only approximates the trueToFBPwhich corresponds to the Bragg peakmaximum. To be exact,
one needs to precisely knowwhich time point of the bipolar IA signal relates to the Bragg peakmaximum.

The small inlet C1(c-1) presents the normalized amplitude spectrum revealing a pronounced frequency
content around 2.5 MHz due to the time excitation at 2.5 MHz.

Lastly, figure C1(d)presents the averaged IA signal overlaid by its 2.5 MHz spectogram illustratingwhen the
frequencies of interest appear. The chopper signal shown inC1(a) and the raw IA signal were fed into the lock-in

amplifiers to derive the ref
10 kHzf and sig

10 kHzf and ultimatelyToFexp. The experimentallymeasuredToFexp derived

from the lock-in amplifier was then compared toToF 31.098 sexp
xcorr m= .

FigureC1.Reference analysis—figure (a) presents the chopper signal and an idealized sinusoidal burst shifted based on itsmaximum
similarity to the chopper signal. Figure (b) shows an averaged IA signal as a function of time and a shifted idealized sinusoidal burst
based on itsmaximum similarity to the IA signal. Figure (c) highlights the cross-correlation between the idealized sinusoidal burst in
figures (a) and (b). The small inlet presents the amplitude spectrumof the IA signal whereasfigure (d) highlights the spectogram at
2.5 MHz of the IA signal.
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AppendixD. Simulation framework

AFLUKAMonteCarlo (version 2020.03) simulation (Ferrari et al 2005, Böhlen et al 2014)was performed for
22MeVprotonsmimicking the experimental setup at the TandemVan deGraff accelerator. Lateral beam
information is acquired fromGafchromic filmmeasurements during the experiment. The simulated dose
deposition given in [Gy]was converted to an initial pressure distribution in [Pa] over the following relationship
neglecting infirst approximation any heat defects:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r r r rp T D T T, , , , D.10 r= G

whereT denotes the temperature in [°C],Γ thematerial-specific dimensionless Grüneisenparameter, ρ the
material density [kg m−3] andD the dose distribution in [Gy]. The initial pressure distribution p0 was then used
as input for the pseudospectral wave propagation simulation employing the k-Wave toolbox (Treeby and
Cox 2010, Treeby et al 2016). For wave propagation, a spatial grid spacing of 15 μmand time spacing of 2.5 ns
were chosen to support all frequencies present in p0. Acoustic properties and theGrüneisenparamter of water
were selected according to the temperature recorded during the experiment. The simulationwas carried out
assuming a δ-time excitation to obtain the IA pressure ( )rp t,ssim

d as a function of time t and a given sensor
location rs. Following thework of (Jones et al 2016a), this allowed in a separate step to convolve themeasured
proton time profiles E(t)with ( )rp t,ssim

d to obtain realistic non-δ time excitations ( )rp t,ssim . The transducerʼs
total impulse response (TIR)was approximated by a butterworth band passfilter offirst order (Ahmad et al
2015). The central frequencywas set to 3.5 MHz to be in linewith the experimental PZT transducer. The
processing pipeline to derive the simulated IA signal psim

TIR is then given by:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) r rp p t E t TIR t, , . D.2ssim
TIR

sim
= d

As the exact distance between sensor andBragg peakmaximumprovidingToFBP is unknown in the
experiment, the simulationwas performed formultiple point sensor locations arranged on an axial linewith
increasing distances. Next, a single point sensorwas determinedwhose simulated pressure trace resulted in the
maximumcross-correlation (bestmatch)with themeasurement. From the identified point sensor, the
geometrical distance to Bragg peakmaximumwas calculated purely from the simulation grid (15 μmgrid
spacing). The distance between sensor andmaximumBragg peak positionwas converted to time in order to
derive the simulated referenceToFBP

sim.
Accurately identifying the time point from the pressure curve that represents the distance between sensor

andBragg peakmaximumcan be done in-silicowith knownpositions and geometries. As pointed out by Jones
et al (2016a) conventional features of the acoustic signal such as themaximumor the zero-crossing do generally
not represent the correct distance between sensor andmaximumof the Bragg peak. This phenomena is also
confirmed in the simulation.

ToFBP
sim deviates from the cross-correlation analysis using experimental signals by 33 ns. This discrepancy

arises sinceToFBP
sim andToFxcorr

exp refer to different time points. An explanation is given in the appendix E.
Althoughwe considerToFBP

sim as the ground truth, we also presentToF xcorr
exp in the result section, as it resembles

more closely the functionality of an iTPD,which is in the first placefinding 2.5 MHz frequencies. The constant
systematic difference of 33 ns betweenToFBP

sim andToFxcorr
exp is acknowledged and elaborated in results and

discussion.

Appendix E.Quantifying the time offlight

Figure E1 presents a comparison of differentmethods approximating the true ToFToFBPwhich provides the
exact distance to the Bragg peakmaximum. The blue solid line highlights the 1000 fold averaged IA signal from
figure 4. The orange line shows the simulated pressure trace for a point sensorwhose signalmatched best with
themeasurement. The corresponding Bragg peakmaximum to sensor distance is highlighted by the vertical
dashed orange line. Correlating a sinus burst (green line)with themeasurement results in amaximum similarity
given by the vertical green dashed line, whichmarks the start position of the template being used for cross-
correlation. It can be seen that differentmethods yield differentToF estimates. A systematic error also occurs
when selecting themaximumof thefirst peak or the zero crossing of themeasured IA signal. The problemof
exactly selecting the time point from the pressure curve that relates to themaximumBragg peak position is also
described in Jones et al (2016a).
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Appendix F.Overview of iTPD

Figure F1 presents an overview of the iTPD readout introduced in equation (2)without performing the accurate
iTPD. A longmeasurement periodwas selected to investigate the accuracy and stability of iTPD. The solid red

line infigure F1 depicts the reference phase readout ref
10 kHzf in radians (−2π to 0)which is constant over the

completemeasurement period as the chopper was always switched on and hence a reference phase was
measured.

The reference phase ref
10 kHzf amounts to−2.612 rad and represents the 10 kHz phase of the chopper signal

with respect to the lock-in amplifier internal reference. In addition, the black solid line depicts the IA signal

phase sig
10 kHzf , which fluctuatesmore than the reference phase due to the lower IA signal amplitude. There are

two spikes in the phase readout of sig
10 kHzf at 0.3 and 7.2 s visible which can be related to beam instabilities. The

phase difference between the signal phase and reference phase is highlighted by the blue solid line infigure F1

taking into account the demodulation offset introduced in appendix B. It is important to stress, that sig
10 kHzf and

ref
10 kHzf can take any value between 0 and 2π for repetitivemeasurements, however, their relative difference

Δf10 kHz remains unchanged. Performing a phase calibrationmeasurement upfront allows to only use a single
lock-in amplifier.

Figure E1.Comparison of the ionoacoustic (IA)measurement (solid blue line), the simulated signal (orange solid line) and the
2.5 MHz cross-correlated sinus burst of four cycles (solid green line). The orange dashed line showsToFsim

BP derived from the distance
between point sensor andBragg peakmaximum. The green dashed linemarksToFxcorr

exp derived from cross-correlation. A systematic
offset can be observedwhich amounts to 33 ns.

Figure F1.Overview of ionoacoustic tandemphase detection (iTPD) at 2.5 MHz and 10 kHz. ref
kHz10f and sig

kHz10f present the reference

and IA phase readout, respectively. Their differenceΔf10 kHz is given by the thick blue line. The red dashed line indicates the time
based reference analysis using signal averaging and cross-correlation.
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The green crossesmark the phase in radians derived fromToF xcorr
exp , which amounts to 31.098 μs and

corresponds in a 10 kHz period to−1.954 rad. It aligns with the phase differencemeasured online with the lock-
in amplifier via iTPD (blue solid line).

AppendixG. Error estimation of the ToF

Error sources contributing to inaccuracies inToF xcorr
exp are discussed below. The sampling time of the PicoScope

was 6.4 nswhich directly translates into a trigger uncertainty.We assume an error on theToF from the sampling
time to beσsamp= 6.4 ns.

Another statistically independent error source areminor variations of the terminal voltage of the
electrostatic Tandem accelerator whichwere conservatively estimated to be in the range of 2–20 keV. This yields
to a shifted Bragg peak location of 10 μmandhenceforth to an accelerator induced uncertainty in theToF of
aboutσaccel= 6.5 ns. This can be understood as jitter of the IA signal.

Third, inaccuracies in thewater temperaturemeasurements yield to sound speed errors.We estimate the
error to be in the order of 0.1 °Celsius which results in a speed of sound error of c

waters = 0.18 μm μs−1 and in
further consequence to an error in time of 3.6 nsc

waters = considering aToF of 30 μs.
Considering statistical independence of each error source, we estimate the overall uncertainty ofToFxcorr

exp to
be 9.8 ns.

Uncertainty sources contributing toToFBP
sim are due to errors in theMonte Carlo dose calculation as for

instance (i) themean ionization potential (ii) uncertainties inmodeling the experimental setup and (iii) density
variations due to temperature inaccuracies.We estimate the overall Bragg peak localization uncertainty to be in
the order of 15 μm.Moreover, the error arising from thewave propagation simulation is dominated by sound
speed errors. Identical to before, we estimate this error to be 3.6 nsc

waters = . Furthermore, we estimate the error
ofmodeling the transducer by an omnidirectional point sensor convolutedwith a synthetic impulse response to
be in the order of 15 ns. Thus the total estimated error inToFBP

sim amounts to about 18 ns.

AppendixH. Time to lock-in

Thefirst demodulation considers a 3rd order low-pass filter utilizing a cut-off frequency of 12 kHz at−3 dB and
the second demodulation employs 100 Hz at−3 dB. Therefore, the low-pass filter of the second demodulation
entailed longer settling timeswhich directly translated to an increased accumulated dose over time. TableH1
presents an overview of theoretical settling times alongside the respective accumulated dose for different filter
configurations. The bold table row indicates the settings utilized for the experimentalmeasurement reported in
section 3.1.1. The accumulated peak dose over time is based on themaximumBragg peak dose of 0.8 Gy per
cycle per pulse. Setting f−3dB to 100 Hz (T= 10 ms) and considering a bandwidth of f−3dB= 0.081τ−1 which is
provided by themanufacturer (Zurich Instruments 2016), yields to a time constant of τ= 0.81 ms.

FromZurich Instruments (2016) it is known that it takes 3.26τ to settle to the 63.2% level which corresponds
in this configuration to 2.64 ms. Considering the 10 kHz burst repetition frequency, an integral dose d63 for the
63.2% level amounts to 21.1 Gy per cycle. Since four proton cycles were considered the total integral dose sums
to 84.4 Gy. Increasing thefilter order using the same cut-off frequency (e.g. 100 Hz) results in steeper frequency
responses for the price of longer settling times, which is highlighted in the last row of tableH1.

The remaining filter configurationswere derived analogously taking into account the 0.8 Gymaximumdose
level per cycle per 100 μs. From tableH1 it is apparent that the integral dose values substantially exceed the
typically prescribed fractionated dose levels of a fewGy. In addition to the settling time shown in tableH1, the
phase delay introduced by the low-pass filter itself also needs to be considered. Steeper frequency cut-offs are

TableH1.Overview offilter characteristics and their corresponding settling times and accumulated doses. The rowmarked in bold
represents thefilter settings employed for the result shown in the previous section. Values presented in the third column f−3dB in [τ

−1]
were taken fromZurich Instruments (2016). The accumulated dose levels refer to [Gy] per proton cycle.

Filter characteristics Calculated settling times Accumulated dose

Order f−3dB f−3dB τ 63.2% 90% 99% 99.9% d63 d90 d99 d99.9

[#] [Hz] [τ−1] [ms] [ms] [Gy]/cycle

1 100 0.159 1.59 1.59 3.65 7.33 10.98 12.72 29.2 58.64 87.84

3 100 0.081 0.81 2.64 4.31 6.81 9.10 21.1 34.5 54.5 72.8

3 300 0.081 0.27 0.88 1.43 2.27 3.03 7.0 11.5 18.2 24.3

5 100 0.061 0.61 3.31 4.87 7.07 9.02 26.5 39.0 56.6 72.2
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achieved by higherfilter orders in exchange for increased settling times and phase delays. A 3rd order low pass
filter at 100 Hz yields to a phase delay of≈−π/2which results to 2.5 ms and is therefore subordinate to the
settling times from tableH1.

The iTPD readouts indicate a strong influence of the selected filter parameters on the requiredmeasurement
time andwith that on the total accumulated dose. Note that 100 ms corresponds to 1000 individual proton
bursts at 10 kHz forwhich the results were shown previously infigure C1. In contrast, the required lock-in time
amounts according to tableH1 to 9.1 ms.

The time to lock-inwas experimentally verified in a separate experiment for which the auxiliary outputs of
the lock-In amplifier, responsible for the tandemdemodulation (TD) of the IA signal, were connected to the
PicoScope tomeasure the phase as voltage. In detail, the analog output of the first (2.5 MHz) and second
(10 kHz) demodulation and the chopper signal were recordedwith a sampling time 0.7 μs. The result for an
individualmeasurement over 130 ms is shown infigureH1. The blue solid line depicts the chopper signal. The
finemicro structure, rectangular bursts at 2.5 MHz cannot be resolved in thisms time scale. For the first 4 ms the
chopperwas blocking the protons before the acceleration tank. This can be understood as a turned-off beam.
Thefirst vertical red dashed linemarks the time point of switching on the chopper/beam and applying a four
cycled rectangular proton burst at 2.5 MHz every 10 kHz.

The green solid line represents the result of a single demodulation performed at 2.5 MHzusing a 3rd order
low-pass filter at 100 Hz. According to tableH1 this yields a settling time of 9.1 ms.However, in the given
experimental setup, turning on the chopper at 4 ms does not indicate a direct arrival of protons in thewater tank.
We observed for somemeasurements a time offset of up to 200 ms between turning on the chopper and the
actual arrival of protons in thewater tank. Such delaysmight be caused by electromagnetic stabilizing processes
in the beam line. For the experiment shown infigureH1, we assume an arrival of protons at the experimental site
at 15 ms because of the following reasons:

Given (i) the stabilization processes in the beam line, (ii) the theoretical settling time to be in the order of
10 ms and (iii) the progression of theΔf2.5MHz (green solid line) infigureH1 from15 ms onward, an arrival of
protons in thewater tank around 15 ms is highly likely. The red dotted line at 25 msmarks the time at which the
lock-in is settled. Consequently, the settling duration for the lock-in to obtainΔf2.5MHz is about 10 ms
assuming a proton arrival at 15 ms.Moreover, the yellow solid line representsΔf10kHz from an iTPD employing
a 10 Hz low-passfilter for which a theoretical settling time of 90 ms is expected. The vertical red dash-dotted line
marks the settling time ofΔf10kHzwhich amounts to 110 ms− 15 ms= 95 ms.

The corresponding integral dose is shown on the upper x-axis offigureH1. It can be seen that the clinical
fractionated dose level of a fewGy are exceeded by two orders ofmagnitude yielding to an accumulated dose at
the Bragg peak of 3.2 kGy. The results presented in section 3.1.1 are based on a lowpass filter of 100 Hzwhich
corresponds for the four cycle proton burst to an accumulated Bragg peak dose of 291 Gy. This aspect is further
elaborated in the discussion.

FigureH1.Time to lock-in for a four cycled proton burst of 2.5 MHz. The lock-in amplifier single and tandemdemodulated phase
were linked to a Picoscope together with the chopper signal. The blue solid line denotes the chopper signal, the red solid line the
f2.5MHz from a single demodulation employing a f−3dB of 100 Hz in the lowpass filter and the yellow solid line the phasef10MHz of a
tandemdemodulation utilizing a f−3dB of 10 Hz. These settings then yield to lock-in times in the 10–100 ms range and to integral dose
levels at the Bragg peak up to 3.2 kGy.
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Lastly, the time offset between the chopper signal and the arrival of protons of 1.43 μs (see section 2.1.2)
plays a negligible role for the time to lock-inmeasurements that take place in thems domain.
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